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KUMBANG SAJAK

TAX PLANNING COMPETITION

ENGLISH PRIVATE TEACHER

An annual even that HIMAPAJAK held. I'm part of
documentation that tasked to do makes a posters, and feeds
instagram. I also doing a fund raising for this event. We were
providing a place for everyone who wanted to promoted their
business in an affordable price.

FABROLOUS - OWNER

I have a business dessert called fabrolous. The profit for 3
months is almost 25%. I have no workers because i'm doing it
at home. Usually i made 2-5 brownies per week. This brownies
is made by order. I am promoting this brownies at Instagram,
because most of people right now is active on Instagram, and
sometimes i put an advertisement in Instagram because it has
an affordable price. 

A national annual event that HIMAPAJAK held, we were
doing a competition between all of university in Indonesia. I'm
a part of Documentation that tasked to do makes a banners,
posters, sertificate, and captured every moment at the event.

VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT (BINA DESA)

Is an annual event that HIMAPAJAK held, we were helping
the villagers around Malang to make a brand for their
products. We were doing the production until the packaging.
I'm a part of Documentation that tasked to do makes banners.
posters, ID card, design packaging, and captured every
moment at the event.

I was worked as an english teacher who taught an elementary
school for helping their homeworks, and helping them to
recognizing english all around us. My trick is we learn and play,
in that way kids more understanding the meaning.

B U S I N E S S
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N

C H I K A L

A L D R I A N A

SKILLS

EXPERIENCE

2020

2019
Ms. Office
Language Teaching
Communication
Photoshop
Adobe Premiere Pro
Social Network

CONTACT

+62 878 7553 1987 
chikal.aldriana31@gmail.com
@chikaldriana

EDUCATION

BRAWIJAYA UNIVERSITY
2018 - Now | Business Administration
GPA 3.41 out of 4.00

ABOUT  ME

I am a hardworking person and i am
willing to learn something new, i also a
fast learner. The reason i majored in
business administration because
there's a lot of business company that
will need us for helping their company. 

2019

2020

LANGUAGE

Indoesia - Native

English    - Intermediate


